
Politics, Power, Corruption, Cruelty, 
Murder, Erotica, Seduction, Monarchy,
Homosexuality, Religion, Love, Hypocrisy.

resource pack edward II

Themes and Issues

Do it!
In pairs, make a full list of the themes

contained in Edward the Second, using the

headings given above.  Indicate moments in

the production where themes are conveyed

effectively to the audience.

Themes and Issues includes:
Michael Grandage on the central themes | A gay love affair | Politics and power | Religion and morality
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Rather than contemporary relevance 

I think it is a contemporary play. 

I address it as a contemporary text. With

Marlowe people often say, ‘isn’t it

interesting it’s not at all like Shakespeare’.

Why would it be, you never think to

compare Ayckbourn and Pinter in this way,

so why would you compare Marlowe and

Shakespeare other than they lived in the

same period... it’s not appropriate.

Marlowe’s text is completely different to

Shakespeare’s; his is a muscular, direct

language and very contemporary.

At the centre of the piece is a blatant

homosexual love affair between two men

that is the catalyst for a great political play.

If that love affair was behind closed doors

and much more subdued and Edward was

able to keep the affair very private and able

to run the country as well, there would be

no play, there would be no need for a play.

But historically, and in Marlowe’s play,

Edward the Second was a man who was not

able to do that. He was a passive character

and a man entirely unable to take on the

responsibilities ofkingship.  

He wanted to give in to the world of

hedonism and that became something that

was unacceptable to the barons in the play

to the point where they had to deal with it.

The first way they wanted to deal with it

was by getting rid of his lover and secondly

by getting rid of the King. 

So the political play which I think is

interesting is based on a relationship that is

unacceptable to the barons. I think the

barons have a point: it’s important that

Marlowe gives everyone a strong point of

view. You should be able to watch this play

and side with the barons as much as you

side with Edward at times, and indeed you

should be able to side with the Queen and

Mortimer. 

The reason for that is because the barons,

apart from one homophobic reference, on

the whole aren’t that homophobic, they are

just furious that the country is going to

pieces. That is their catalyst for everything

they do. It’s not the fact that two men are

cavorting around, it’s that the two men

who are cavorting around are doing so at

the expense of the nation. All that they

stand for, their own self interest, is

potentially going down the drain and

therefore one needs to get the balance right

in production. 

One needs to see why they are so angry

and in order to see that, one needs not to

shirk in any way from the responsibility for

putting on the gay drama that is

undoubtedly part of Marlowe’s character

and is totally part of Edward’s character,

and the two have become one in the writing

of the play.

Director Michael Grandage 
on the central themes of the play:

“

“



A gay love affair

‘The king - upon whose bosom let me die’

Gaveston, Act 1, Scene 1

(die - meaning  sexual orgasm)

Gaveston’s and Edward’s set speeches are

openly erotic and full of insights into their

private affairs of love, clearly challenging the

morality of the time. 

A political concern during the first half of

Elizabeth I’s reign was that she should marry

and have a child to continue the dynasty, in

order to avoid the upheaval of contending

candidates for the throne which would bring

about political instability and possibly civil

war. It is for this reason that Edward the

Second’s treatment of its subject as a gay and

a highly sexual king is fused with

provocation. In fact it is the common belief

that Elizabeth I remained a virgin and by

contrast these blatant sexual acts in the play

serve to shock the Elizabethan audience by

allying the moralistic reaction to sodomy

with the specific anxiety associated with the

violation of a royal body.

Gaveston is generally portrayed as far more

balanced, intelligent and aware and as the

dominant partner. In the first scene he is clear

about how he can manipulate their

relationship to his political advantage - the

erotic show will not only be entertaining but

will draw in the King ‘which way I please’

(Act 1 Sc 1).

Contrasting in love matters, Edward is

uncomplicated, childish and innocent whereas

Gaveston is more practical, knowing and

manipulative. Edward’s fascination with

Gaveston means his treatment of his queen is

generally contemptuous, forcing her into

emotional isolation, exile and finally adultery.

And even after Gaveston has been killed,

Edward still continues to ignore his queen,

transferring his affections to Spencer.

Politics and power

From the outset of the play it is obvious that

Edward has little awareness of his stately role

and has problems distinguishing between his

personal life and public office.

He invites Gaveston to share in his public

duties, ‘...share the kingdom with thy dearest

friend’ as if he was able to allocate joint

ownership of the title as he so wished,

showing a complete abuse of power. Many of

his decisions do much to reduce his grip on

control too; he does, on the one hand

encourage discontent amongst his subjects

and on the other reduces his abilities to

control the discontent.  In giving Gaveston

positions of public office, as the barons point

out he is undermining the hereditary concept

of government. By shifting the power in this

way he brings about a state of civil war.

Further examples of politics and power in

Edward the Second include:

• Both Gaveston’s engagement to Lady

Margaret and Edward’s marriage to

Queen Isabella are moves made to ease

political tensions.

• Relationship between Church and State...

The Church believed in the ‘Divine Right

of Kings’ - i.e. that the King was chosen

by God, and so the Church should not

question his actions.  

• Mortimer’s attempts to control Prince

Edward could be viewed as political - as

could his relationship with Isabella.

• The barons see Gaveston as a threat as he

challenges their power and also has the

King’s favour - a dangerous combination.

Religion and morality

‘Reduce we all our lessons unto this: to 

die, sweet Spencer, therefore live we all.

Spencer, all live to die; and rise to fall.’

Edward II, Act IV, Scene 4

During the Elizabethan period a change

occurred which saw a shift from an autocratic

and fixed morality to an emphasis on

individualism.  

Edward, acting tyrannically by imprisoning

the Bishop, is undermining the spiritual

power of the Church:

Warwick

’Tis true, the Bishop is in the Tower,

and goods and body given to Gaveston.

Lancaster

What, will they tyrannize upon the Church?

Ah wicked king, accursed Gaveston! This

ground which is corrupted with their steps

shall be their timeless sepulchre, or mine.

Act I, Scene 2

Although the stance of the play is essentially

secular there are echoes of Christian maxims

such as retribution ‘do unto others as they do

unto you’. Overshadowing this is a symbolism

which goes beyond the here and now into

metaphysical dimensions. As the filth of all

the castle falls on Edward in prison, we see

him in the pit of hell. Symbolically too,

Edward’s death is an unsavoury satire of his

sinful existence. 

The Elizabethans, full of their moralising

would probably have seen this as a debauched

king who finally gets what he deserves. 
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General Questions

1. For each of the themes you have outlined:

A Discuss which themes are interwoven

B Discuss the themes’ contemporary

relevance

2. What aspects of the play would a

contemporary newspaper be interested

in? And what treatment or ‘spin’ would

they apply?

3. ‘Rather than contemporary relevance I

think it is a contemporary play. I address

it as a contemporary text.’

Director, Michael Grandage

Discuss

4. Politics and power are common themes in

the play. In pairs, make a list of all the

aspects and relationships within Edward

the Second which come under this 

theme. How do these relate to the central

theme of Edward’s style of government?

For examples see the section Politics and

Power.

Suggested English Literature
Examination Questions

1. Edward can see no reason for his

deposition, except ‘too much clemency’. Is

he right to think himself blameless or

does he deceive himself ?

2. Do you agree that Mortimer would have

made an ideal king?

3. ‘Like all tragic characters, Edward the

Second is isolated by his own

overwhelming passions from the society

of commands.’ 

Discuss.

4. ‘Isabella’s unfaithfulness is a major factor

in Edward’s loss of his throne.’ 

Discuss. 

5. How far is it true to say that Kent’s view

of the happenings in the play guide the

audience or reader?

6. Marlowe does not prepare us for the

villain Mortimer becomes in the second

part of the play. Does this make the play

less credible? 

7. Indicate the ways in which Marlowe

exploits the corrupting influence of policy

and power especially as it is demonstrated

in the career and character of Mortimer.

8. Is it fair to say that Edward does not so

much develop as require us to change our

attitude towards him?

Suggested Drama and Theatre
Studies Questions

1. How did the design elements of this

production communicate the central

issues/themes of the play?

2. With reference to specific moments,

explain how the themes/issues of this

play were highlighted in performance.
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Do it!


